
 
Pre-Prep Newsletter – 14th October 2021 

It has been an excellent start to the year in Pre-Prep, with the children settling in beautifully and 

forming or beginning to form friendships with other children and all the teachers. Thank you to 

you all for supporting us so well. 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Circle time sessions in Nursery have focused on handwashing practice and remembering to push 

sleeves up to avoid them becoming soggy! In Kindergarten we also focused on being ‘Soaper 

Heroes’ and we thought about the members of our families and what they mean to us. 

  

Communication and Language and Literacy 

Nursery have been focusing on listening skills and expressing their needs and interests and they 

have used musical instruments to distinguish different sounds. Their ‘book of the week’ was ‘The 

Very Hungry Caterpillar’. Kindergarten have had lots of opportunities to discuss ideas and share 

news, particularly about possible Halloween costumes! We also focused on the sound ‘g’, used 

phonic games to hear initial sounds (extending to CVC sounds) in a range of objects and reinforced 

sounds already learnt one-to-one. 

 

Mathematics 

All children have been rote counting in order, counting out amounts and recognising numerals, with  

Kindergarten trying to order numbers beyond ten and playing a game to work out missing numbers.  

 

Understanding the World 

Kindergarten had great fun using ribbons to weave, during our ‘forest school’ session on Monday. 

We all completed the ‘All about me’’ topic, with a discussion about our families and it was lovely to 

hear the children speak so fondly of family members including much-loved companion animals. 

Nursery began another new focus - ‘animal of the week’ with a look at hedgehogs; and we all really 

enjoyed dressing in our own clothes to raise money for Reuben’s Retreat. 

 

Physical Development 

In addition to their weekly ‘stretch and grow’ session, Nursery have been manipulating a range of 

tools throughout the week; and Kindergarten have been weaving, threading and using large and 

small equipment. Miss Saez organised a special dough disco session yesterday afternoon, which 

was enormous fun - rolling, pinching, squashing and moulding, with fabulous results! 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Nursery completed their sand shape pictures with the addition of further smaller shapes and also 

made hedgehogs as part of their special focus. Kindergarten’s weaving is now proudly on display in 

the classroom - on our stick wigwam and various hangings. 

 

Information/reminders for next half term: 

● Our topic will be ‘Festivals’.  

● We have a whole school Speech Competition coming up soon. If you would like your child to 

take part, please prepare a short speech to share with us in class. 

 



Very Best Wishes from Mrs Wardle and the Pre-Prep team   


